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Five Winter Lawn Care Myths
We all spend a lot of time thinking about
our lawns, but many of us are still confused
about the best ways to care for them in the
winter. No matter what choices we make,
there are always lingering suspicions that we
should be doing something else. Here are five
common misconceptions about the health of
your grass as temperatures fall.
Winter lawn care is a waste of time. Under
normal winter conditions, grass doesn’t actually die but rather slows
its metabolism, so it’s important to continue watching for issues as you
normally would.

It’s Never Too
Early for Our
Pre-Pay Special
Before the holidays arrive and your

to-do list begins to grow, why not cross
one item off by taking advantage of

our prepay special? You can save 5%
on your 2021 service just by paying
before 12/31/20. Look for an email
with details in November.

There’s no need to mow in the winter. Since most lawns will continue to grow,
albeit at a greatly reduced rate, you may find yourself mowing occasionally.
The right time to fertilize is spring. There’s usually plenty of new growth to
support as the weather warms up, but your turf, trees and shrubs can benefit from
an extra shot of nutrition at any time of year.
Damaged plants are done for. Most plants are resilient enough to recover from
frost damage. Don’t be concerned if that process takes a while – progress will be
slow while grass is dormant.
Watering is prohibited in winter. It’s rarely cold enough in Georgia to threaten
frozen pipes, so generally we don’t have to shut down irrigation systems for the
winter. It’s okay to water your lawn in December, and typically ordinances in our
area don’t ban the use of sprinklers in winter for conservation purposes.
If you have questions about keeping your turf healthy during the colder months
or any other lawn care topic, please contact us. We’re happy to help.

Bare in Mind
by Guest Author
Michael Holzmeister

We humans shape landscapes as
a medium of self-expression. In my
travels through north Georgia I have
met people from all over the world and
grown increasingly curious about the
influence of their native countries on
the ways that they design and maintain
their properties. I mentioned the thought
to Josh Bare, and he suggested I write
a guest “Bare in Mind” on the subject.
Each of the three people featured here
actively manages a landscape, and I

am grateful to them for sharing their
thoughts and stories.
Modesto came to the United States
from the city of Santiago in the
Dominican Republic. He enlisted in the
United States Marine Corps in 1973
and served 20 years and nine months
before retiring.
Continued on page 4
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November Care

Application #6 for all programs.
Please note: Weather conditions may force us to modify our treatments or our application schedule.

LAWN TREATMENTS
Weed Control
All Programs. We applied a pre-emergent
to warm-season grasses to prevent winter
weeds, along with a broadleaf weed
treatment. Please allow two weeks for
that treatment to have its full effect. If
broadleaf weeds are still present at that
point, please contact us. (Cool-season
grasses, such as Fescue, are not treated
for weeds at this point in the cycle;
weed control will be included in
application seven.)

Fertilization
All Programs. Since this is the peak
growing season for Fescue lawns, they
received a granular fertilizer to sustain
existing turf and encourage new seed
growth.

Aeration & Overseeding
Platinum. Customers who requested
aeration and overseeding for their Fescue
grass received those services during
September and October. New grass
requires extra attention, so a regular
schedule of watering and mowing will be
even more important than usual during
November.

ORNAMENTAL TREE AND
SHRUB TREATMENTS
Gold, Gold Plus & Platinum. Our
fertilizer will feed trees and shrubs
through winter and beyond, promoting
root growth and greatly increasing the
chances that they’ll re-emerge healthy in
the spring.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO UNTIL
OUR NEXT VISIT
• Keep watering. Lawns still need about
an inch of water each week during
the fall. If rainfall doesn’t supply that
amount, irrigation or watering must make
up the difference. Trees and shrubs need
a deep, thorough watering from rain or
irrigation once each month. You’ll know
they’re getting enough if the ground
surrounding them is wet to a depth of
about two to three inches.

• Trim shrubs regularly. They’ll be healthier
and new growth will be stronger.
• Don’t let leaves build up on your lawn.
Excess leaf cover can stop air, sunlight,
water, nutrients, and our treatments from
reaching grass. To avoid damage to your
turf, we recommend using a leaf blower
rather than a rake.

QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR
SERVICE OR YOUR YARD?
If you have any questions concerning
your lawn, ornamental trees, shrubs
or our service, please call Customer
Service, Monday – Friday, 8 am – 5 pm at
770.447.6037. If you call after hours, leave
a message and we’ll return your call the
next business day.

• Mow Fescue regularly to keep it
looking its best. Fescue lawns should
be mowed every five to six days, and no
more than one-third of the grass blade
should be removed at each cutting.

Trees Need TLC, Too

A message from our preferred vendor: Arbor-Nomics Tree
Like our grass, the trees in our landscapes need continual care and maintenance to
ensure their optimal health. They are weakened when the environment or soil around
them is affected by construction or development, herbicides, high doses of inorganic
fertilizers, or removal of organic matter, among other threats. We can analyze trees for
health, structure and form and help clients with decisions such as removal, preservation
or transplanting. Our services include pruning (to minimize failure while preserving health
and appearance), root stimulants, fertilization, soil therapy, lightning protection, watering,
mulching, soil therapy and insect suppression.
If you have concerns about a tree, contact Arbor-Nomics Tree at 770.368.0072.
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Brighten Your Winter Landscape
with Container Gardening
If you enjoy decorating with flowers and other plants, you don’t have to put your hobby on
hold for months during the winter season. Here are some winter-blooming options, plus a few
nudges to think outside the pot.
1.

2.

Winter-blooming flowers suitable for
Georgia conditions include cyclamen,
daffodils, hyacinths, pansies, tulips, and
violas. And don’t forget the decorative
cabbages!
Trailing vines provide more plant
options that can handle our relatively
mild winters.

3.

Combine seasonal twigs, branches,
and berries to create a festive
combination of colors.

4.

Containers in bright shades are
another possible source of color, to
complement and accentuate their
contents. In addition to “traditional”
vessels, consider some window boxes.

5.

Oversized ornaments. If you’re not a
fan of branches or don’t have many at
hand, consider arranging waterproof
ornaments in a variety of shapes,
materials, and sizes. With options
ranging from replicas of out-of-season

fruits and flowers to unclassifiable
objects boasting colors found nowhere
in nature, this category offers the most
room to let your creativity run free.
6.

Architectural accessories. Metal items
such as trellises can serve as both
structural elements and backdrops.
Also, to reiterate your main theme, they
can be painted to add yet more color.

Helpful Contact
Information
ARBOR-NOMICS TURF, INC.
770.447.6037
800 Langford Drive , Suite A
Norcross, GA 30071
arbor-nomics.com

VICE PRESIDENT

Doug Cash
Cell: 770.596.8388
doug@arbor-nomics.com

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

Brandon Stegall
Office: 678.638.4552
Cell: 470.636.3558
brandon@arbor-nomics.com

Source: https://www.loveyourlandscape.org/expert-advice/landscaping-essentials/trendingnow/8-festive-ideas-for-winter-container-gardens/

Outdoor Winter Activities for the Family
In these days of peak uncertainty, it’s comforting to realize that one fact remains unchanging and undeniable: When the weather gets cold, kids
are going to be even more stir-crazy than they are now. Here are some ideas to get your family outside to breathe some fresh air, get some
exercise, and burn some energy
Scavenger hunt – For maximum efficiency,
skip the hiding-stuff phase. Instead, collect
small items from the natural world and
pictures of things that are too big to carry,
like vehicles and neighbors.
Winter camping – Not for the faint of
heart or the slow of circulation, but not as
daunting as it might initially sound.
Backyard bonfire – Cook some hot dogs
and roast some marshmallows. Introduce
a new generation to the wonder that is
s’mores.
Nature hike – This option might require
some research, as some hikes near Atlanta
might not be suitable for younger children
and more appropriate trails might require
some drive time. Of the family-friendly
recommendations on 365AtlantaTraveler.
com, only Sweetwater Creek State Park in
Lithia Springs is truly convenient to the city.

Other options, like Raven Cliff Falls, Dukes
Creek Falls (both near Helen), and Springer
Mountain are unquestionably gorgeous but
more than an hour away by car.
Yard work – Most kids won’t be fooled if
you try to convince them that helping with
grown-up activities like spreading mulch
and pine straw is an exciting privilege. But it
might be possible to turn some chores into
games and take advantage of competitive
spirit.
Group bike ride – Another good warmthgenerating activity.
All of those traditional winter activities
– Build a snowman, start a snowball fight,
go sledding. But get ready ahead of time,
because, as you know, around here you get
one day a year tops to pack in all of those
things.
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Bare in Mind Continued
He has spent 12 years trying to figure
out his lawn. “It has a mind of its
own,” he said. “I have a love and hate
relationship with grass.”
His property in Marietta sits on a
north-facing hillside, and his current
challenge is managing the shade
cast by three maples that have grown
over the years, robbing the Bermuda
grass of the bountiful sunlight it
once absorbed. The turf has thinned
and developed a wispy appearance
beneath the trees.

When they acquired their Marietta
property, the back half was a poorly
drained bamboo forest that Perla
describes as a mosquito jungle. Now
water flows from a shady grove of
hardwoods that still feels natural rather
than created.

Landscapes seem so permanent, like
a life in the country where you were
born, that uprooting them can seem
catastrophic, yet with courage and
faith, new lives can take shape and
flourish in new homes.
Perla’s landscaping sensibilities
reflect the minimalist, less-is-more
design philosophy of her native
Buenos Aires, Argentina, where
people favor clean, straight lines over
decorative, detail-rich artistry.
Perla’s influence on the landscape is
evident but not imposed, as if the two
of them had collaborated in removing
the superfluous and bringing out the
best in what remained.
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As a younger woman, Elisabeth
worked as a model. “I was absolutely
gorgeous,” she says with modesty.
She’s lived in the Atlanta area for
nearly 60 years. There is no doubt in
her mind that the United States is the
best country in the world, and were
she needed to serve in its defense, she
would in a heartbeat.
As for me, I am a native of Colorado
and spent the first 38 years of my life
there. I moved to Georgia in 2015 and
sometimes feel like a bit of a foreigner
myself. I cared for turf on golf courses
and have been with Arbor-Nomics
since 2018.

The conditions have presented
Modesto with a difficult choice.
Grass? Or trees? Sacrificing the
trees is out of the question, and
so Modesto, being a Marine, will
improvise, adapt and overcome.
His plan – still in its infancy – is to
turn the shady area into a bed and
select plants (azaleas, perhaps) that
can grow healthy and strong in the
partial sunlight.

Her curcuma plants are blooming, and
the pink-to-purple flowers draw her
attention and admiration.

In front, a new zoysia lawn feels like
memory foam. “I just love to come here
and walk barefoot on this grass,” Perla
says. “It feels so good.” The experience
helps her link to nature, to feel herself
immersed in it. As cosmic as she may
sound when talking about walking on the
lawn, Perla also possesses an empirical,
scientific side.
As a chemist, she understands how
elements like nitrogen and phosphorus
sustain plants and how chemical
reactions fuel the growth of grass. No
exotic secret ingredients are required,
she says. “You’re trying to add what
already comes naturally.”

If you were moving to a different
country and thinking about ways to
stay connected to your home, would
landscaping appear on your list? I
suspect that most people would say
no. These inspiring stories not only
illustrate how meaningful landscaping
traditions can be, but also remind us of
the amazing variety of people who have
chosen to live in metro Atlanta, a truly
global city.

Elisabeth’s property in Kennesaw is the
result of an Austrian upbringing. “We
have pride in our little plots that we
have,” she says. “We want our neighbors
to have something nice to look at.”
In Vienna, the city where she grew
up, everyone gardens, and plants and
flowers are everywhere. She describes
Austria as neat and clean and perfect,
and the description fits her lawn as well.
The Bermuda grass in front is clipped
and edged with precision. In back,
blueberry shrubs, curly willows and
hydrangeas grow in pots arranged
just so. Well-behaved junipers cover
a hillside, roses bloom and a couple
of gardenias grow in a container. She
planted everything herself.

Please let me know any thoughts
you might have on this article.
I can be reached at 770.883.5740
or Mike@Arbor-Nomics.com.

